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This is a very nice, well-written paper that describes a continuous trait model and its
application to data from two stations. Continuous trait models have some nice ad-
vantages over the traditional discrete methods that are typically used, as the authors
describe nicely, and this model may provide an interesting and insightful counterpoint
to standard methods when applied to 3D models, as the authors state they plan to in
the future. I recommend acceptance after minor revisions.

I have one major criticism of the paper, which could be resolved easily enough in the
Discussion section. The criticism is that the model may be sensitive to the lognormal
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distribution assumed by the authors. The model relies on describing the distribution of
traits by the log-mean and the log-variance of volume. Making size the master trait is
standard, and discussed by the authors, but they do not even mention the word ‘log-
normal’ until page 18. This first of all leads the reader to assume that the authors are
using a Gaussian distribution for volume, which would be disastrous, unless one reads
carefully that they are considering the log-volume, which cannot be expected of every
reader. Readers are likely to get confused without clarifying this earlier) The authors
also cite a few papers (the oldest of which is from 2007; what did people think the size
distribution of plankton was before 2007?), along with the standard use of Gaussian
distributions in continuous-trait models, to justify their use of a lognormal. Arguably, a
power-law distribution (sometimes referred to as a Junge distribution in this context) is
much more commonly assumed in these situations, yet power laws are not discussed
by the authors anywhere in the paper. Additionally, power-law distributions are often
not well-described by their lower-order moments, which may in fact be divergent, and
are instead better described by their lower cutoff and exponent. The authors do state
that the use of a lognormal is a key assumption in their model, but they should also
state that they are using a lognormal from the beginning, not just at the end, and they
should also state that other size distributions are often used to model phytoplankton,
and discuss how e.g. the model might look different if one were using a power-law
distribution, and what this means for the authors’ results. Don’t get me wrong; if I had
written this paper, I certainly would have started with a lognormal, because this is an
easy, defensible place to start. It just merits further discussion that this is perhaps not
the size distribution most people think of phytoplankton following, and that this may
have (possibly large) implications for the results and how the model is set up.

Relatedly, equations for Gaussian moments cited from other models are not necessar-
ily directly applicable to log-moments of lognormals, because a 1/x can pop out from
taking the derivative of a logarithm (e.g. see the equation/definition of the lognormal
vs. the Gaussian). I did not check every equation in the paper for this - the authors
seem to have been very careful so I do not expect this is a problem - but it is worth
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mentioning.

Besides this criticism, the paper scores well for significance, quality, reproducibility, and
presentation. I have some specific comments below:

page 3, line 7: What is meant by ‘size’ here? Presumably diameter, but it should be
stated, especially given the importance of ‘size’ to the rest of the paper, where size
refers to volume.

page 4, line 27: Might be good to have a reference for the sentence that starts on line
25 and ends on line 27. . .

page 5, line 10: The authors sort of ‘jump right in’ to the terms and equations of the
model here; an overview paragraph might be useful. What is the model trying to do?
How is this accomplished? This is somewhat described in the abstract and in the
Introduction, but a more detailed description of the entire modeling procedure could
help some readers follow the paper much better.

page 5, line 12: What are the units for P (and for ‘fer’ below)? If they are what I think
they should be, doesn’t that make it obvious why Pˆ2 v is the term to be considered,
rather than P v, so shouldn’t the sentence after next be removed?

page 16, line 20: This is an interesting idea - can the authors flesh it out a bit more?
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